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ISSUE
The Los A~lgeles CounVGrand Jury recently released a report that evaluated ±e
MTA’srail construction quality assurance program. The Grand Jury reported
that the MTA’squality assurance pro~ was "on the right a-ack." Attached is a
copy of the report.
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BACKGROUND
Mailing Address:
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The Grand Jury. began its investigation last August as par~ of its good
government oversight :ole and in response to several MTAconstruction
which ga~ed national notoriety.

mcidenm

The panel found that the MTAhas deveioeed policies that have become a
standard for the rail conswaction indus’a-y and the MTAprocedures are
competent, conservative and follow generally accepted quality guideiines. They
also noted that much of the MTA’sQualiv Pro_re’am manual has been adopted by
the Federal Transit Administration.
Even though the panel did not investigate safeu :hey did address safety issues as
part of quality assurance. The report notes ~at" ...on every, occasion, we found
safety issues considered, and in the field adequate safety procedures in use."
The Grand Jury concluded that the MTAhas developed a strong quality
assurance program, ~-mffed wifft competent individuals Willing to face hard
issues. The report concludes that ~’....as evidenced by the
enginee,d,n~management peopie invoived in the project_ in our opinion MTAis
on the right ~rack....
If you should have any questions regarding ~s re2ort, please do not hesitate
contact me.
Prepared by: Gar?.’ Clark. Assistant Director Government Relations
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1.

Authority for Study

The Superior Court "charge" to the Los Angeles
County Grand Jury each year includes the requirement
for the Jury to provide civil oversight of County
operations with a view toward improving the efficiency and value of those operations for the citizens of
Los Angeles County. The Jury has organized itself
into committees to allow it to address a number of
County areas during its term. One of the constituted
committees for 1995-96 is the Transportation Committee. The Transportation Committee was aware of
questions raised in the press regarding the quality of
construction achieved by the Metropolitan Transportation Authority (MTA). By on-site observation the
committee was also aware that significant portions of
the new Metro rail system are open to the public and
operating in a safe and efficient manner.
It was also clear to the committee that the MTArail
construction is a massive effort using manytechnologies and presenting many problems, some of them
unique. Incidents will arise from time to time, some
getting excessive public attention. The committee
decided to ask the Grand Jury for authority to study
the quality assurance methods employed by the MTA
to assure safe, cost-effective functional construction
and operation of the new rail system being created for
the citizens of Los Angeles County. Prior to requesting Grand Jury approval for the study, the committee
requested the opinion of the Office of the County

Counsel, County of Los Angeles, as to the authority of
the Grand Jury to investigate the Metropolitan Transit
Authority Light Rail Construction Project.
On
July 21, 1995, the response to our request read in part,
"... It is our opinion that the Grand Jury has the
authority to examine the books and records and
investigate and report upon the method or system of
performing the duties of the MTA.The specific issues
you indicate you are interested in are within that
authority.... "
The Transportation Committee began the prescribed
study on August 1, 1995, with concluding information
being received in December.
2.

Background

The MTAis a consolidation of several predecessor
agencies charged with public transportation within
Los Angeles County. The MTAoperates
"The
Metro" which includes buses as well as rail. The Blue
Line, Green Line and operating first segment of the
Red Line are expected to carry nearly 20 million
passengers in FY 1995. Cost of rail construction to
date for operating segmentsis in excess of $3 billion.
Cost of rail still under construction is expected to
exceed $4.5 billion, which currently approximates $3
million per day. While the development of such an
extensive rail system is an appropriate topic for Grand
Jury oversight, the issue then becomeshowto limit the
study to an area that can be completed within a
reasonable period. In addition, because a significant
number of other studies and audits have been
accomplished, we had no wish to duplicate these.
We reasoned that impact on the citizens of Los
Angeles of the new rail system would be affected by
their perception of the quality control and safety of
construction of the project. Therefore, we directed
our study to the quality assurance methods employed
by the MTA in assuring safe, cost-effective
construction and operation of the new Metro rail
system.
Definition of quality assurance for the purposes of this
study is those policies, procedures, personnel and
activities needed to monitor fully and control the

implementation of the design and engineering of the
rail system into a finished project meeting all design,
governmental and safety requirements.
Topics considered:
Formal policies and procedures governing quality assurance, quality assessment and inspection of construction.
Lines of authority in the quality maintenance organization to implement
policies and procedures.
Relation of quality control issues between projects and sub-projects, Los
Angeles County and other government
agencies.
do
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Review of confirming documentation,
inspection reports and corrective action reports.

Areas Excluded from Study

MTAis a large organization made up of parts inherited from predecessors as well as parts that have been
created by the expansion of function, ltowever, we
excluded all areas not concerned with the quality
assurance program being applied to new rail
construction. This excluded such topics as buses, real
estate development, office buildings, management
orga_niT-ation,technical decisions, cost projections, cost
decisions, rail operations, legal and political issues.
Wehad planned originally to study the safety program
as well as quality, but narrowedour study to penetrate
enough depth and arrive at a reasonable understanding
of the status quo and how it came into being. Note:
Even though we did not specifically investigate safety,
we did encounter safety issues as part of quafity
assurance. On every occasion we found safety issues
considered and in the field adequate safety procedures m use.

4.

Sources of Information

All information was supplied by membersof MTArail
construction quality and engineering staff. Information also came from documents in the files of the MTA
or prepared by MTAstaff to address our questions.
We gained further information and understanding
through face to face meetings with the staff. In
addition, we traveled to a site to view firsthand underground construction at a tunnel face and took a short
ride on the Red Line for a taste of the finished product. Our process during the study was to ask questions based upon our understanding of modemquality
assurance techniques. Information received raised
further questions. We then repeated the process.
While this process is not without risk of missing a
major point, we believe we have obtained a reasonable
understanding of the practices in use by the MTA.We
did not attempt to audit the efficacy of the information
being supplied.
Wewish to thank the MTAstaffwho provided us with
information in an open and straightforward manner.
No quality program can ever be successful unless
those involved are willing to deal truthfully with the
issues involved. The MTAstaff who worked with us
appeared willing to give us the whole story. Their
approach built confidence in their quality and engineering personnel.
5.

Structure of Report

Wepresent an overview of the rail construction. We
follow with a discussion of two diverse types of
approach used for major construction projects, both of
which have been applied to the evolution of the new
rail system. Then we follow with our view of the
evolution of the quality assurance program for MTA
rail construction
from pre-World War 2 methods
(based upon limited control of materials and processes
and few engineering disciplines involved) for the initial
construction through joint MTA/Caltrans quality
methods evolving toward post-World War 2 methods
(based upon effective control of materials and processes and multiple engineering disciplines involved)
to its present state.

To complete our report, we consider existing quality
assurance policies and procedures; inspections and
inspectors; audits and surveillances;
people and
organiT, ation; reporting of status and trends; and finally
the effectiveness of the quality assurance program.
Weoffer some observations and recommendations and
make a brief summary.
o

Overview of Rail Construction
(see Chart 1)

Chart 1 is an overview of the various Metro segments
which have been built or are under construction
showing the quality issues for each segment. The
chart indicates there has been an evolution from less
formal quality assurance to more formal quality
assurance with time.
The "quality policy" for the Rail Construction Corporation (RCC), construction subsidiary of MrA, was
published April 1991 and confirmed in the November
1993 revision. It provides for strong internal quality
assurance management.This policy shifts responsibility for control from management subcontractors to
MTApersonnel.
o

Developing Quality Assurance
Construction Methodologies
Pre-Worid War 2
Construction Methodology
Prior to World War2, major construction for
railroads, bridges, etc., was designed in a
mannerthat took into account the difficulty of
getting predictable materials and having predictable construction techniques. Elements
such as steel cable strength and rivet temperature were difficult to predict or control. As a
result, engineers used large margins of safety
to account for these unknowns and then inspected to the extent possible to control process. This method produced successful results, which were often outstanding (the
Brooklyn Bridge is an example). But the
projects were often more expensive, and
rework required late in the project could cause

delays as well as added cost. This process
works best for jobs that employrelatively few
technologies and that have simple interfaces
(such as the Long Beach Blue Line).
bo

Post-World War 2
Construction Methodology

After World War 2, technology became more
complex and the ability to control materials
and processes grew at an incredible rate. This
allowed engineers to employ new techniques
that included quality assurance steps to verify
materials and processes. With design tolerances closer and continuous control of nonconformance, costs and schedules were reduced. This method is best used for complex
projects with multiple disciplines (like the Red
Line) and requires quality control functions
independent of engineering so that construction issues are viewedin real time.
The Evolution of Quality Assurance
for MTARail Construction
Identifying some work on the rail system as pre-war
quality assurance and someas post-war quality assurance oversimplifies the issue; however, it does provide
a useful frameworkfor analysis.
Construction of the Long Beach Blue Line used prewar techniques. It has relatively few technical interfaces and relies on proven techniques. Operation of
the line shows it to be reliably and competentlybuilt.
The Green Line started using pre-WW2 techniques,
but since the line was part of a new freeway project,
Caltrans requirements were added. This increased the
QArequirements significantly and elevated the Green
Line above the older methods.
The start of the Red Line also used pre-WW2 methods, but as a much more complicated project, it
required new methods. This became apparent reasonably early,
and MTAbegan moving management
contractors toward post-WW2 quality work plans.
Independent quality assurance, audits and surveillances
and the ability of anyone to open a nonconformance

report for investigation started in 1990 and have been
maturing ever since. This approach appears to be
working well. In 1990 MTAalso developed a set of
quality assurance policies that have since become a
standard for the rail construction industry.
From 1990 to 1994 the MTAquality assurance
oversight was provided QAby a QAcontractor. In
1994 MTAbegan to establish an in-house QAcapability by seconding contractor personnel. In mid-1995
the in-house program was endorsed by the new MTA
construction executive. As of September 1995, MTA
has 17 quality assurance people on staff. This move
strengthens the long-term quality control effort. Since
internal buildup has been at the expense of contractor
expertise, it will take sometime for the contractors to
replenish their QAcapability. The transition to inhouse should be complete and fully effective in a year
to eighteen months with continuing MTAmanagement
support.
9.

Quality Assurance Policies

In 1991 MTAproduced a Quality Program Manual
which was later revised in 1993. Muchof that manual
was adopted by the Federal Transportation Administration as a standard for the industry.
The Quality Program Manual is an impressive document, covering policies and procedures for a multitude
of disciplines. The manual is conservative and shows
real intent to produce and verify quality construction.
10. Quality

Assurance

Procedures

In our opinion, MTAand their management contractor’s procedures are competent, conservative and
follow generally accepted Quality Guidelines. A
management
contractor
serving
the MTA,
Parsons-Dillingham, has developed guidelines for
control of nonconforming items. Nonconformingitems
include such items as bad welds, improper liner
installation, tunnel misalignment, electrical work not
up to code, out-of-specification materials, etc. The
guidelines represent not only an important control
manual but also shows general procedure format and
content.

11.

An Example of the Evolution and
Use of a Nonconformance Report

A primary quality assurance control document is the
Nonconformance Report (NCR), which documents
significant deviations from expected procedure or
process. To provide better understanding of the use of
the NCR, NCR 95-162 shows the chronology of
events that lead up to the report and tracked it to its
conclusion as follows:
On January 4, 1995, the Daily Inspection Report
(DIR) for the VermontTunnel indicated a thin arch
the concrete just poured and a void (5’ x 5’) in one
the tunnels. The next day NCR95-162 referenced the
DIR. This NCRwas created in a timely manner per
procedure. On January 9 the NCRwas transmitted to
the tunnel contractor for analysis and action, again per
procedure. On January 13 an appropriate response
was received from the contractor. Engineering discussions between January 13 and February 10 followed
this report to find the right solution. Then intervening
work caused delay in the rework which was not
unexpected. The quality assurance control oversight
was maintained throughout this process and not closed
until the repair work had been accomplished as required by engineering and passed inspection. All of
the procedures were standard and effective despite
negative publicity surrounding the event.
12.

Inspection and Inspectors

Inspection takes place at all levels of construction
organization. The contractors have inspectors, the
managementcontractors have inspectors, as does the
MTA.There are also independent testing laboratories
inspectors both on- and off-site. MTAencourages the
education and certification of all of the inspectors
working on the rail construction project. MTA’s
Quality Control Inspector Training Program has been
successful in upgrading the expertise of their inspectors.

13.

Audits and Surveillances

Audits and surveillances are a key part in any postWW
2 quality assurance effort. Properly done, these
methods confirm system quality while at the same time
uncover issues that can be dealt with in a timely
mannerprior to the full review that accompaniesfinal
certification for revenue operation. Listed below is the
number of audits and surveillances completed from
1985 to October 1995:
Year
1985
1986
1987
1988
1989
1990
1991
1992
1993
1994
1995
14.

Audits Surveillances
2
0
2
0
9
12
2
33
12
40
5
41
4
6
22
42
39
35
48
17
20
103

Total
2
2
21
35
52
46
10
64
74
65
123

People and Organization

The MTAhas been slowly building an in-house quality
assurance staff to balance the construction management contractor’s quality control staff. MTAstarted
this effort in 1991. After the change in construction
managementat MTAin mid-1995, staffing efforts in
quality assurance have been stepped up with 17
personnel on board by the end of the third quarter.
This increase includes a new Director, Quality Management, who reports directly to the executive in
charge of construction. MTAplans to continue to use
a significant
amount of construction management
contractor effort for quality control and inspection
throughout all construction. The internal buildup is
meant to shift authority for implementation of quality
assurance to MTAwhere the final responsibility
already resides. The personnel staffing plan, coupled
with the rather impressive internally generated quality
policies, gives optimism about the evolution of a
disciplined
quality assurance program. Nowthat
internal QAstaff is on hand, the contractors are
rebuilding their quality support staffs and clear lines of
authority have been established. The remaining need

is the development of a managementtracking system,
identifying items in the control system before they
erupt into major problems.
15.

Reporting

Status

and Trends

Weobserved that information is being collected and
trends measured by computer of the nonconformance
reports as well as the audits. However,it is not clear
that this information is being produced on a regular
basis or that it is being given sufficient attention from
MTAconstruction
management.
16.

Growth of Quality Assurance
Program and Effectiveness
(see Chart 1)

Our study indicates a growth of both quality assurance
awareness and support over the years by MTAmanagement. The rate of this growth has been affected by
budgetary issues as well as the evolutionary nature of
the MTAitself Since 1990 a conservative and disciplined program has been growing.
17.

Observation

and Recommendations

Observation: A quality assurance program exists to
provide control, independent feedback and timely
information to the engineers and managers responsible for the successful, reliable completion of the
rail project. To accomplish this purpose, the program is staffed with competent individuals willing to
face hard issues with the intent to supply information to those that use it to the best advantage of the
system being builL As evidenced by the engineering/management people involved in the project, in
our opinion MTAis "on the right track."
Recommendation:As rapidly as possible, create the
final portion of the quality assurance system, the
management tracking of unexpected events and
open issues. At a spending rate of $3 million per
day, such a system is essential to prevent unwanted
and costly surprises.
Recommendation: Change the tracking system for
nonconformance reports such that at specific prede-

terndned intervals all reports that are not completely
closed are movedto the ne.rt higher level of management for visibility.
After one year to eighteen
months reports will be reviewed by the Executive for
Construction and after two years by the CEOof the
~ITA.
Recommendation: Consider putting more backing,
financial and status, into the inspector certiftcation
program to increase the rate of achievement and
numberof certified inspectors.
18.

Summary

The personnel presently responsible for quality assurance of rail construction for MTAare well-grounded
(i.e., in general conformity with U.S. Government
quality specifications) in respected quality management techniques and methods. They have the ability to
support MTAengineering management in providing a
cost-effective, successful, reliable and safe rail system.
They are building a competent MTAinternal quality
managementcapability. This capability is comprised
of quality assurance policies, procedures for implementing those policies, the underlying documentation
to implement the procedures, the collection of appropriate data to understand trends and a series of audits
to test the application of the policies and procedures.
Whencoupled with the ongoing capability of their
construction managementcontractors and engineering
management contractors, this creates an effective
quality assurance program. Lines of authority and
responsibility
are clear. At the present time the
balance between internal quality assurance management and contractor-supplied
quality assurance
management is not optimum since more reliance is
placed on external contractors than is desirable. The
shift to MTApersonnel and restructuring reporting
relationships actively addresses this problem. This
shift creates a short-term gap in capability from the
supporting contractors since most of the new MTA
staff were hired from these contractors.
The "Quality Policy" for
ration (RCC), the early
MTA,published in April
November 1993 revision,

the Rail Construction Corpoconstruction subsidiary
1991 and confirmed in the
provides strong internal

quality assurance management. This policy shifts
responsibility for control fi-om managementcontractors to MTApersonnel.
MTAhas developed a strong quality assurance program. MTAmanagement believes such a system is
necessary. But when a project is spending three
million dollars per day, quality assurance management
must "go the extra mile" to prevent those costly
surprises which can "derail" the project. "Going the
extra mile" means establishing a tracking system to
detect any item which escapes the controls created.

Chart 1
Evolution of Rail Construction Quality Control

L|ne

Start
1986

(l,ongt:~cach)

Facilities
21Stations
3 Flyovers(elevated
tracks)
22 Miles
Yards and Shops

Quality Issues
Rail Construction Contractor (RCC)subsidiary of MTA
Lackedauthority initially to -.Monitor and documentnonconformancework, or
¯ Overseecorrective work
MetropolitanTransportation Authority
Quality Control Program
°Hires QAmanagerin 1991
¯ Construction~nanager(CM)primaryresponsibilities covers audits/surveillances, source
inspection, QCapproval,oversight QAinspection and test veritication
¯CM’squality coutrol staff includes:
¯ "QAmanager
¯ -TwoQAinspectors performoversight inspection of Contractor Quality Control (CQC)
¯ .CQCfollowed by Constructiou WorkPlan
¯ .QAsupervisor
¯ "Laboratorytechnician
Construction Contractor
Responsiblefor -q)evelop/implemenl QCprogram
¯ Performinspeclion acceptances
¯ Self-audilsandlesling
¯ VendorQA
O/A
F Respo,nsibilit
SouthernCalifornia Rail Consnltants
AI source ¯ Procuredsystems
¯ Pre-awardsnrveys
.lnspection/lesl
"Audits
Transil Construction Management
On-sile .Construction
"Inspection/test
.Audits

ll£~tor
F
¯Auditsperforated sporadically
¯ Responsibility ambiguons
¯Coustruction Manager(CM)lacked
qnality conlrolattlhofity
¯Closedloopcorrective action inefl"ective

Line

Start

Facilities

QualityIssues

Green
(Norwalk/
El Scgundo)

1990

12 Statious
20 Miles
16.5 on 1-105
median, 3.5 on
elevaled
guideway
2 Segmentalbridges
Yards and Shops

MetropolitanTransportation Auttmrity
¯Starting in 1986 CMmaintains QAProgram
¯MTAQAProgramstarts in 1990, CMresponsible for QA/QCProgram
¯ QA/QC
managerreports to CM,but -¯ QCinspectors report to resident engineer (RE)
CalTrans
At 1-105 Freewaysites -¯ Constructionquality
¯ Station platforms

Red
.Segment!
(UnionStation/
Westlake)

1986

5 Stations
4.4 Track Miles
4 Tunnels
Yards and Shops

MetropolitanTransportation Authority
¯Director of Quality starts in 1990, reports to RCCDeputyExecutiveOfficer
¯CMresponsible for developing/implementingQAProgramper RCCQuality Program
¯QAmanagerreports directly to CM
¯Auditsand surveillances stepped up
¯QAaudit programcovers contractors, systemmanufacturers,systemsinstallation, and testing

Segment 2
(Wilshire Corridor)

1988

4 Slalions
6.7 Miles
I Tunnel

MetropolitanTransportation Authority
¯ CMquality control staff includes:
¯ "QCmanager
¯"ChiefQCinspectors for facilities, hmnelsand systems
¯ Inspeclors report to QCmanagement,
indepeudentfromresidential engincets
¯ Qualily Control Inspection lnstruclions (QCII) developedand implemented
¯ Eslablishcdsign-off requirementsfor QCIIchecksheets
¯Closedloop reporting systemhighlights nonconformance
conditions that must be resolved before
final acceptance

Scgmenl2 and 3
(Vermont/
t lollywood
Corridor)

1988

7 Stations
I 1.6 Miles
2 "l’utmels

MetropolitanTransportation Authority
¯ Director of Quality Mauagement
reports directly Io the CoustructionExecutiveOfficer
¯ Aso1"1994QAand QCbecomean m-housefunction, reporting to the l)irectot of Quality
Managemenl
¯ la~ 1995takes over quality matmgemenl
wilb a staff of 17 inspectors
¯ lmdeplhaudits are conduclcdwilb EngineeringManagemenl
Contractor participation~

131ue
(UuionStation/
Pasadcnm)

1994

14 Stations
13.6 Miles
3 I-110 Freeway
Crossings
Cut and cover grade
separations
I Aerial guideway
I Segmentalbridge
13 Bridge upgrades
Yards and Shops

Metropolitan"lrausportation Authority
¯ Beforestart of construction, QAmanagertakes over responsibility
°Establishedworkplan in use
¯ Fuuctionsunder CMinclude: audits and surveillances, source inspectioo, ContractorWork
Plan (CWP)approval and oversight verification
¯ Ftmctionsof contractor include developmeld/implementation
CWP,testing and readiness reviews

